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The Hero as Man of Letters
1897

seminar paper from the year 2004 in the subject english language and literature studies literature grade
2 university of regensburg institut für anglistik course literary masculinities 28 entries in the bibliography
language english abstract doubtless the greek epic poems iliad and odyssey composed in the 8th century
bc are two of the most renowned epics of western culture dealing with the greek struggle against troy
the works depict the deeds of legendary heroes like hector achilles or ulysses be it for the defence of
their country or for the acquisition of fame these men battle always teeming with power strength courage
and bravery later on the influences of these primary epics range from virgil to milton or fielding and
dryden above all culminating in the homeric impact on the heroic poetry of the renaissance period in
britain the mythological celtic work about the legend of king arthur and his round table from the 5th
century bc upholds the tradition of the male warrior hero the episodes concentrate on various heroic
deeds particularly on the conquest of the holy grail fascinated by the deeds of king arthur and his knights
innumerable writers of various periods derive their own stories from this topic as for instance sir thomas
malory in le morte darthur or the arthurian cycle of tennyson lately with troy and king arthur hollywood
screened two blockbusters substantiating the motif of the male warrior hero these top sellers prove that
men still goes in for the epic stories about heroes and their heroic actions indeed people always have
been attracted and nearly obsessed by the stories about outstanding figures be it the indian
mahabharata the anglo saxon beowulf or the german nibelungenlied even if the actions are not always
conclusive they often foster a basis for collective identification and influence the behaviour of the
community either society idealize the deeds of the hero projecting their desires on him or as often as not
this man is rejected and feared nevertheless this person sets himself against the meaningless and
accepts his vices and virtues eventually rising above the average man due to his heroic powers although
social connections and personal motivation have been changing continually during the last centuries the
hero still embodies universal characteristics and men like paris agamemnon galahad or lancelot reappear
in literature continually nourishing the image of the heroic warrior this is a man s world where
masculinity is defined in the epic realm of the hero

Heroism and Masculinities
2005-06-21

now more than ever we re in need of men and women who aren t afraid to live courageously thankfully
the bible gives us timeless examples of great leaders who gracefully stood up for what they believed in
including god s mighty prophet elijah join bestselling author charles swindoll as he explores the life and
legacy of this incredible man of faith exploring the depths of elijah s fascinating life as a prophet of god
swindoll doesn t gloss over his human weaknesses rather he presents an honest picture of this ordinary
man who god transformed into his personal spokesman to confront idolatry and evil in the ancient world
in elijah renowned bible teacher swindoll analyzes the impact of the old testament prophet elijah was
uncompromisingly strong yet self controlled disciplined yet forgiving audaciously courageous yet kind
heroic in the heat of battle yet humble in the aftermath the fifth book in swindoll s great lives series
elijah will give you the encouragement you need to walk humbly on the path that god has set out for you
exhibit heroism under pressure uncover the life changing power of prayer within the pages of elijah you
re sure to find a life worth emulating

Elijah
2008-12-28

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain
imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is
culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and
promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original
work

The Secret of Heroism
2009-04-01

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers can usually download a free
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scanned copy of the original book without typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1869
edition excerpt lecture vi the hero as king cromwell napoleon modern revolutionism we come now to the
last form of heroism that which we call kingship the commander over men he to whose will our wills are
to be subordinated and loyally surrender themselves and find their welfare in doing so may be reckoned
the most important of great men he is practically the surhmary tor us of all the various figures of heroism
priest teacher whatsoever of earthly or of spiritual dignity we can fancy to reside in a man embodies
itself here to command over us to furnish us with constant practical teaching to tell us for the day and
hour what we are to do he is called rex regulator hoi our own name is still better king konning which
means can ning able man numerous considerations pointing towards deep questionable and indeed
unfathomable regions present themselves here on the most of which we must resolutely for the present
forbear to speak at all as burke said that perhaps fair trial by jury was the soul of government and that all
legislation administration parliamentary debating and the rest of it went on in order to bring twelve
impartial men into a jury box so by much stronger reason may i say here that the finding of your
ableman and getting him invested with the symbols of ability with dignity worship woria ship royalty
kinghood or whatever we call it so that he may actually have room to guide according to his faculty of
doing it is the business well or ill accomplished of all social procedure whatsoever in this world hustings
speeches parliamentary motions reform bills french revolutions all mean at heart this or else nothing find
in any country the ablest man that exists there raise him to the

Central Man
2003

from the ruins of medieval towns where invading armies pillaged and plundered to the dark jungles of
vietnam where a more mechanized but no less deadly war was fought the author of the last cartridge
captures the struggle of fighting men against the backdrop of history

Descent Into Danger
1981

francis joseph cassavant is eighteen he has just returned home from the second world war and he has no
face he does have a gun and a mission to murder his childhood hero francis lost most of his face when he
fell on a grenade in france he received the silver star for bravery but was it really an act of heroism now
having survived he is looking for a man he once admired and respected a man adored by many people a
man who also received a silver star for bravery a man who destroyed francis s life francis lost most of his
face when he fell on a grenade in france he received the silver star for bravery but was it really an act of
heroism now having survived he is looking for a man he once admired and respected a man adored by
many people a man who also received a silver star for bravery a man who destroyed francis s life

Lessons from the World of Matter and the World of Man
1880

a white man s war propels the reader on a journey of grit and determination by volunteer aviators who
flew in the two skies of world war ii one white and the other black captain jeremiah jackson of the 332nd
fighter squadron and his fellow black officers suffered the most egregious and despicable racial
aspersions from the white military but continued to fulfill their commitment to their country and more
importantly to themselves the tuskegee airmen were shunned and ridiculed by the chiefs of staff as
being unworthy of training in the complex aircraft of army air force after proving their flying ability and
courage the group was still refused admission to the white officers facilities ride along in the bloody skies
of europe as jackson and his comrades fight two opponents the german luftwaffe and the white military
establishment with at least a chance of success with the former the latter will still prove elusive an effort
to probe the minds of black men whose only desire was to serve their country and prove their self worth
is a journey worth taking captain jackson is about to embark on the most important bomber support
mission of his life

Heroes and Hero-Worship
2013-09

history is replete with pronouncements on war some reflect on man s warlike nature we are quick to flare
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up we races of men on the earth homer others deal with the practical strategies of the combatants if
hitler invaded hell i would make at least a favorable reference to the devil in the house of commons
winston churchill and still others offer advice for avoiding conflict the most disadvantageous peace is
better than the most just war desiderius erasmus more than 2 700 quotations on war and conflict are
presented in this reference work the quotations are arranged by more than 100 broad categories from
action to winning for each the quotation is first given followed by its author the work in which it appeared
when appropriate and the date the book includes numerous cross references and keyword in context and
author indexes are provided for further utility

Men at War
1997

excerpt from america s great men and their deeds american heroes and heroism interest is the first word
in modern psychology the child will learn faster and better when he is interested when his mind is
thoroughly alive and intensely active moreover when he is kept in pleasurable interest his development
is more normal and healthy nowhere is this principle more applicable or the results more manifest than in
the reading classes give the children dry and uninteresting historical facts or didactic rules of no interest
to them and quite foreign to their undeveloped natures and you have given them a soporific potion which
will prove effectual in retarding their advancement on the other hand give them reading lessons which
relate in simple language adventures narrow escapes thrilling incidents in history and travel where bold
and high toned courage is manifested and three distinct and important things will be accomplished first
their thorough interest in the reading exercise will be secured secondly a healthy love for history will be
cultivated and thirdly a strong moral sentiment will be stimulated perhaps no set of reading lessons will
do more in all three of these directions than such entertaining incidents in history as show real bravery
and high principled heroism one advantage from a book of this sort is found in the ethical lessons
conveyed by the incidents related it is in reality a practical book of morals the best moral teaching is by
example and the stories here told impart so clearly lessons in kindness in honesty in true courage in real
benevolence that the words haec fabula docet are in no way needed children always and everywhere
respect heroism and love the hero but it is important to distinguish between brute bravery and real moral
courage the incidents of heroism given in this book are arranged in a progressive or ascending order
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more
at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

The Tri-State Medical Journal
1895

we have undertaken to discourse here for a little on great men their manner of appearance in our world s
business how they have shaped themselves in the world s history what ideas men formed of them what
work they did on heroes namely and on their reception and performance what i call hero worship and the
heroic in human affairs too evidently this is a large topic deserving quite other treatment than we can
expect to give it at present a large topic indeed an illimitable one wide as universal history itself for as i
take it universal history the history of what man has accomplished in this world is at bottom the history
of the great men who have worked here they were the leaders of men these great ones the modellers
patterns and in a wide sense creators of whatsoever the general mass of men contrived to do or to attain
all things that we see standing accomplished in the world are properly the outer material result the
practical realization and embodiment of thoughts that dwelt in the great men sent into the world the soul
of the whole world s history it may justly be considered were the history of these too clearly it is a topic
we shall do no justice to in this place

Heroes
2000-02-08

when welles crowther was a young boy his father gave him a red bandanna which he always carried with
him on september 11 2001 welles remy crowther saved numerous people from the upper floors of the
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world trade center south tower the man in the red bandanna recounts and celebrates his heroism on that
day welles story carries an inspirational message that will resonate with adults as well as young children

A White Man's War
2008-11

it s sometimes difficult for those of us steeped in the comforts and ease of today s modern world to grasp
what a life of radical faith can look like what was ministry like for missionaries living a hundred years ago
what happened back in the day when brave missionary pioneers forsook all to follow the calling of god
into completely unknown territories how did god s faithfulness sustain them this collection of 24 short
stories of missionary adventures from around the globe is a cold shower for a sleeping church it reminds
us of the hefty price missionaries must be willing to pay to prepare previously untilled soil for the gospel
of jesus christ it also drives home this astounding truth that god provides for those whom he calls even
when things don t go as planned filled with incredible front line stories including both victories and
defeats this book will leave you with a newfound respect and gratitude for kingdom forerunners whom
god used to open doors to previously unreached people groups it will also leave you to grapple with a
piercing question how big is your god

War and Conflict Quotations
2015-09-02

presenting the contradictions of heroism as embodied by horatio nelson and as tested by the battle of
trafalgar adam nicolson looks at the variety of qualities ruthlessness bravery kindness cruelty that
combined in both nelson and his troops to carry that fateful day

America's Great Men and Their Deeds
2015-07-18

widely regarded as the father of american psychology william james is by any measure a mammoth
presence on the stage of pragmatist philosophy but despite his indisputable influence on philosophical
thinkers of all genders men remain the movers and shakers in the jamesian universe while women exist
primarily to support their endeavors and serve their needs how could the philosophy of william james a
man devoted to victorian ideals be used to support feminism feminist interpretations of william james
lays out the elements of james s philosophy that are particularly problematic for feminism offers a novel
feminist approach to james s ethical philosophy and takes up epistemic contestations in and with james s
pragmatism the results are surprising in short james s philosophy can prove useful for feminist efforts to
challenge sexism and male privilege in spite of james himself in this latest installment of the re reading
the canon series contributors appeal to william james s controversial texts not simply as an exercise in
feminist critique but in the service of feminism along with the editors the contributors are jeremy carrette
lorraine code megan craig susan dieleman jacob l goodson maurice hamington erin mckenna josé medina
and charlene haddock seigfried

On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and the Heroic in History
2018-01-29

we have undertaken to discourse here for a little on great men their manner of appearance in our world s
business how they have shaped themselves in the world s history what ideas men formed of them what
work they did on heroes namely and on their reception and performance what i call hero worship and the
heroic in human affairs too evidently this is a large topic deserving quite other treatment than we can
expect to give it at present a large topic indeed an illimitable one wide as universal history itself for as i
take it universal history the history of what man has accomplished in this world is at bottom the history
of the great men who have worked here they were the leaders of men these great ones the modellers
patterns and in a wide sense creators of whatsoever the general mass of men contrived to do or to attain
all things that we see standing accomplished in the world are properly the outer material result the
practical realization and embodiment of thoughts that dwelt in the great men sent into the world the soul
of the whole world s history it may justly be considered were the history of these
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The Man in the Red Bandanna
2013-02-15

through the lives of three outstanding naval officers each considered the most brilliant commander of his
generation david crane offers a unique portrait of the royal navy at a time when it held unchallenged
dominion over the world s oceans

Ten Sermons of Religions
1859

the volume starts with a posthumous paper by alexander kerns written by benjamins schwartz on the
indo european tense system this is followed by a rich array of papers on the reconstruction of older
languages ranging from indo european and afroasiatic to cretan

The Hero as Man of Letters
2000

between 1945 and 1965 the catastrophe of war and the social and political changes it brought in its wake
had a major impact on the construction of the soviet masculine ideal drawing upon a wide range of visual
material the fate of the new man traces the dramatic changes in the representation of the soviet man in
the postwar period it focuses on the two identities that came to dominate such depictions in the two
decades after the end of the war the soviet man s previous role as a soldier and his new role in the home
once the war was over in this compelling study claire mccallum focuses on the reconceptualization of
military heroism after the war the representation of contentious subjects such as the war damaged body
and bereavement and postwar changes to the depiction of the soviet man as father mccallum shows that
it was the second world war rather than the process of de stalinization that had the greatest impact on
the masculine ideal proving that even under the constraints of socialist realism the physical and
emotional devastation caused by the war was too great to go unacknowledged the fate of the new man
makes an important contribution to soviet masculinity studies mccallum s research also contributes to
broader debates surrounding the impact of stalin s death on soviet society and on the nature of the
subsequent thaw as well as to those concerning the relationship between soviet culture and the realities
of soviet life this fascinating study will appeal to scholars and students of soviet history masculinity
studies and visual culture studies

The Golden Rule
1896

one comfort is that great men taken up in any way are profitable company we cannot look however
imperfectly upon a great man without gaining something by him he is the living light fountain which it is
good and pleasant to be near the light which enlightens which has enlightened the darkness of the world
and this not as a kindled lamp only but rather as a natural luminary shining by the gift of heaven a
flowing light fountain as i say of native original insight of manhood and heroic nobleness in whose
radiance all souls feel that it is well with them on any terms whatsoever you will not grudge to wander in
such neighborhood for a while these six classes of heroes chosen out of widely distant countries and
epochs and in mere external figure differing altogether ought if we look faithfully at them to illustrate
several things for us could we see them well we should get some glimpses into the very marrow of the
world s history how happy could i but in any measure in such times as these make manifest to you the
meanings of heroism the divine relation for i may well call it such which in all times unites a great man to
other men and thus as it were not exhaust my subject but so much as break ground on it at all events i
must make the attempt it is well said in every sense that a man s religion is the chief fact with regard to
him a man s or a nation of men s by religion i do not mean here the church creed which he professes the
articles of faith which he will sign and in words or otherwise assert not this wholly in many cases not this
at all we see men of all kinds of professed creeds attain to almost all degrees of worth or worthlessness
under each or any of them this is not what i call religion this profession and assertion which is often only
a profession and assertion from the outworks of the man from the mere argumentative region of him if
even so deep as that but the thing a man does practically believe and this is often enough without
asserting it even to himself much less to others the thing a man does practically lay to heart and know
for certain concerning his vital relations to this mysterious universe and his duty and destiny there that is
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in all cases the primary thing for him and creatively determines all the rest that is his religion or it may
be his mere scepticism and no religion the manner it is in which he feels himself to be spiritually related
to the unseen world or no world and i say if you tell me what that is you tell me to a very great extent
what the man is what the kind of things he will do is of a man or of a nation we inquire therefore first of
all what religion they had was it heathenism plurality of gods mere sensuous representation of this
mystery of life and for chief recognized element therein physical force was it christianism faith in an
invisible not as real only but as the only reality time through every meanest moment of it resting on
eternity pagan empire of force displaced by a nobler supremacy that of holiness was it scepticism
uncertainty and inquiry whether there was an unseen world any mystery of life except a mad one doubt
as to all this or perhaps unbelief and flat denial answering of this question is giving us the soul of the
history of the man or nation the thoughts they had were the parents of the actions they did their feelings
were parents of their thoughts it was the unseen and spiritual in them that determined the outward and
actual their religion as i say was the great fact about them in these discourses limited as we are it will be
good to direct our survey chiefly to that religious phasis of the matter

The Romance of Missionary Heroism: True Stories of the
Intrepid Bravery and Stirring Adventures of Missionaries with
Uncivilized Man, Wild Beasts and the Forces of Nature in all
Parts of the World
2017-12-26

excerpt from a primary history stories of heroism in the first few years of school life the pupil is busy with
the fairy story the myth and the legend these stories serve the purpose of a reading lesson a language
lesson or it may be a lesson in literature they also serve another purpose the characters in these stories
act and their acts or deeds serve as signs of what they think and of how they feel they thus prepare the
way for a better understanding of the study of history again there are characters doing good deeds and
characters doing bad deeds these are in conflict this conflict becomes a great source of interest and is an
important means of moral growth to the pupil these stories are clearly both literary and historical in the
fourth or fifth grade the real historical person appears by their own observations of man in his local
surroundings and by the study just described the pupils are prepared for this man of flesh and blood the
aim of this book has been to bring before the mind of the pupils a series of great historical characters
these men do interesting things from the beginning to the end of life because their deeds are con crete
and physical they are easily pictured in imagination to this end the author has endeavored to make the
language used simple vivid and picturesque nothing should stand in the way of the imagination about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

Men of Honour
2006

in 1951 james michener went to korea to report on a little known aspect of america s stalemated war
navy aviators his research inspired novel about these pilots became an overnight bestseller and perhaps
the most widely read book ever written about aerial combat using michener s notes author david sears
tracked down the actual pilots to tell their riveting true life stories from the icy windswept decks of
aircraft carriers they penetrated treacherous mountain terrain to strike heavily defended dams bridges
and tunnels where well entrenched communist anti aircraft gunners waited to shoot them down many of
these men became air combat legends and one neil armstrong the first astronaut to walk on the moon
such men as these brims with action packed accounts of combat and unforgettable portraits of the pilots
whose skill and sacrifice made epic history

Feminist Interpretations of William James
2015-12-15
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upton beall sinclair jr september 20 1878 november 25 1968 was an american writer muckraker political
activist and the 1934 democratic party nominee for governor of california who wrote nearly 100 books
and other works in several genres sinclair s work was well known and popular in the first half of the 20th
century and he won the pulitzer prize for fiction in 1943 in 1906 sinclair acquired particular fame for his
classic muck raking novel the jungle which exposed labor and sanitary conditions in the u s meatpacking
industry causing a public uproar that contributed in part to the passage a few months later of the 1906
pure food and drug act and the meat inspection act in 1919 he published the brass check a muck raking
exposé of american journalism that publicized the issue of yellow journalism and the limitations of the
free press in the united states four years after publication of the brass check the first code of ethics for
journalists was created time magazine called him a man with every gift except humor and silence he is
also well remembered for the quote it is difficult to get a man to understand something when his salary
depends upon his not understanding it he used this line in speeches and the book about his campaign for
governor as a way to explain why the editors and publishers of the major newspapers in california would
not treat seriously his proposals for old age pensions and other progressive reforms many of his novels
can be read as historical works writing during the progressive era sinclair describes the world of the
industrialized united states from both the working man s and the industrialist s points of view novels such
as king coal 1917 the coal war published posthumously oil 1927 and the flivver king 1937 describe the
working conditions of the coal oil and auto industries at the time the flivver king describes the rise of
henry ford his wage reform and his company s sociological department to his decline into antisemitism as
publisher of the dearborn independent king coal confronts john d rockefeller jr and his role in the 1914
ludlow massacre in the coal fields of colorado sinclair was an outspoken socialist and ran unsuccessfully
for congress as a nominee from the socialist party he was also the democratic party candidate for
governor of california during the great depression running under the banner of the end poverty in
california campaign but was defeated in the 1934 election wikipedia org

Heroes and Hero-Worship in History
2015-08-24

this book provides a comprehensive examination of the police role from within a broader philosophical
context contending that the police are in the midst of an identity crisis that exacerbates unjustified law
enforcement tactics luke william hunt examines various major conceptions of the police those seeing
them as heroes warriors and guardians the book looks at the police role considering the overarching
societal goal of justice and seeks to present a synthetic theory that draws upon history law society
psychology and philosophy each major conception of the police role is examined in light of how it affects
the pursuit of justice and how it may be contrary to seeking justice holistically and collectively the book
sets forth a conception of the police role that is consistent with the basic values of a constitutional
democracy in the liberal tradition hunt s intent is that clarifying the police role will likewise elucidate any
constraints upon policing strategies including algorithmic strategies such as predictive policing this book
is essential reading for thoughtful policing and legal scholars as well as those interested in political
philosophy political theory psychology and related areas now more than ever the nature of the police role
is a philosophical topic that is relevant not just to police officials and social scientists but to everyone

Men of War: The Changing Face of Heroism in the 19th
Century Navy (Text Only)
2012-06-28

the first comprehensive history of german youth in the first world war this book investigates the dawn of
the great era of mobilizing teenagers and schoolchildren for experiments in state building and extreme
political movements like fascism and communism it investigates how german teachers could be
legendary for their sarcasm and harsh methods but support the world s most vigorous school reform
movement and most extensive network of youth clubs as a result of the war mobilization teachers club
leaders and authors of youth literature instilled militarism and nationalism more deeply into young
people than before 1914 but in a way that paradoxically relaxed discipline in youth in the fatherless land
andrew donson details how germany had far more military youth companies than other nations as well as
the world s largest socialist youth organization which illegally agitated for peace and a proletarian
revolution mass conscription also empowered female youth particularly in germany s middle class youth
movement the only one anywhere that fundamentally pitted itself against adults donson addresses
discourses as well as practices and covers a breadth of topics including crime work sexuality gender
family politics recreation novels and magazines social class and everyday life
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Bono Homini Donum
1981-01-01

this instant sunday times bestseller tells the story of two fighter pilots whose remarkable encounter
during world war ii became the stuff of legend five days before christmas 1943 a badly damaged
american bomber struggled to fly over wartime germany at its controls was a twenty one year old pilot
half his crew lay wounded or dead suddenly a german messerschmitt fighter pulled up on the bomber s
tail the german pilot was an ace a man able to destroy the american bomber with the squeeze of a
trigger this is the true story of the two pilots whose lives collided in the skies that day the american 2nd
lieutenant charlie brown and the german 2nd lieutenant franz stigler a higher call follows both charlie
and franz s harrowing missions and gives a dramatic account of the moment when they would stare
across the frozen skies at one another what happened between them the american 8th air force would
later classify as top secret it was an act that franz could never mention or else face a firing squad it was
the encounter that would haunt both charlie and franz for forty years until as old men they would seek
out one another and reunite

The Fate of the New Man
2018-07-03

this meticulously edited collection contains the essential writings of ralph waldo emerson this edition
includes introduction ralph waldo emerson books the conduct of life fate power wealth culture behavior
worship considerations by the way beauty illusions essays first series history self reliance compensation
spiritual laws love friendship prudence heroism the over soul circles intellect art essays second series the
poet experience character manners gifts nature politics nominalist and realist new england reformers
nature commodity beauty language discipline idealism spirit prospects representative men plato
emanuel swedenborg michel de montaigne william shakespeare napoleon johann wolfgang von goethe
addresses and lectures the american scholar an address in divinity college literary ethics the method of
nature man the reformer lecture on the times the conservative the transcendentalist the young american
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men talk draws on rich conversational material from a wide range of contexts to illuminate our
understanding of men and masculinities at the turn of the millennium draws on rich conversational
material to illuminate our understanding of men and masculinities at the turn of the millennium collects
data from a wide range of conversations including garage mechanics on a break carpenters at the pub
after work and university academics chatting after hours focuses on stories which occur within all male
conversations makes a distinctive contribution to our understanding of the intersection of language and
masculinity
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